It is shown that three recent fixed point theorems of E. Chandler for nonexpansive mappings defined on compact subsets of strictly convex normed linear spaces hold in arbitrary normed linear spaces.
In [2] , E. Chandler proves three fixed point theorems for nonexpansive mappings defined on compact subsets of strictly convex normed linear spaces. We show here that each of these holds without the strict convexity assumption.
We adopt the notation of [2] : X denotes a compact subset of a normed linear space £, A'A" denotes the boundary of X in co X, and T: X -X is nonexpansive (\\T(x)~ T(y)\\*í \\x-y\\,x, y E X).
Theorem. In addition to the above, suppose one of the following conditions holds:
(1) IITXjc) -7Xy)II < Mjc -vll for all x, y E A'X.x^y. has a fixed point, so we suppose ô > 0. Select Dn E °J such that diam( Dn ) -S as n -oo, and for each n let xn E Dn. By compactness some subsequence {x"k} of {xn} converges to a point z E X. Let e > 0. fix n so that \\xn -z\\ < e, and select w E w(z). Then for some sequence {nl}*Lx, and moreover some subsequence {T"'i(xn)}f=x of {T",(x")}f=x converges to a point u G w(jc") as/ -> oo. By nonexpansiveness, II«-w\\ «Hjc.-zII <e,
proving that each point of w(z) is within distance e of a point of u(x"). Therefore 8 s£diam(w(z)) ««" + 2e.
Letting n -oo and using the fact that c > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain diam(w(z)) = 5.
Next observe that co(w(z)) C X. for otherwise there would exist points u, v G u(z) with distinct points u\ v' E seg Since 8 > 0 and co(w(z)) is compact, co(to(z)) must contain a point u such that sup{||w -jc || : x E co (w(z))} =r<8
([4]). Let C = {x E X: ~cô(u(z)) C B(x; r)} and note that {T"(u)} C C (because T is nonexpansive and maps w(z) onto w(z)). Thus if s, t E w(w), say T"(u) -» i and Tmiu) -» t as i' -oo, then for wy > «,, \\Tm\u) -Tn\u)\\ ^ ||£m^"-(M) -«II < r.
This implies diam(w(«)) < r < 8, contradicting minimality of 8. Proof. (2) We suppose for convenience that 0 E X, 0 S A'A". Since X is compact (2) implies dist(£(A'A'), A'*) > 0, and thus for t G (0,1) sufficiently near \J_tT(x) E X for all x E A'X. Also since 0 G X and T(x) G X for all x G X, lT: X -co X. It is now possible to apply [1, Corollary 2] to the mapping lT (taking X -K and coX-H) and obtain x, G X such that tT(x,) -xr Thus IIjc, -£(x,)|| = (1 -i)||jcr|| yielding inf{||jc -£(jc)I|: x E X) = 0. Since X is compact, this completes the proof.
For the proof of (3) is also open in [1, oo) suppose r G H with xrE X satisfying T(xr) = rxr. Clearly we may suppose r>l. By (*), xr £ A'A\ so for p>0 sufficiently small, D = B(xr; p) Pi X is convex. Moreover, since r']Tis a contraction mapping defined on £> having jcr as its unique fixed point, Ô = inf{lU-r-|7,(x)||:
x E D,\\x -xr\\ = p] > 0.
